DESIGN PRESENTATION CREATED FOR THE WEDDING CELEBRATION ON
MARCH 12, 2016

VISUAL STATEMENT
A regal affair inviting guests to enjoy a
ceremonious and meaningful formal garden party
with charming details, traditional flair, and
majestic sensibilities. This will be the luxury
garden party of our time.
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RECEPTION: THE DINNER TENT
(SEATING AND TABLES)
B) Two long 24’ Exposed tables running the center length of the
tent. Each stretch of table will have 18 padded cane back chairs.
Three crystal chandeliers will hang over each of the 24’ tables
from the center beam of the tent. Densely entwined green vines
will decorate the base of the chandeliers to enhance the garden
feel of the space.
Each tabletop will consist of three crystal candelabras with taper
candles, as well as 50-60 various height clear textured glass
votives, cylinders, and hurricanes. Florals will be in a collection of
cut crystal containers down the length of each table filled with
white and green flowers using lilac, fritillaria, hydrangea, garden
roses, tulips, hyacinths, gardenias, helleborus, stock and other
seasonal blooms.

RECEPTION: DANCING TENT
The remaining half of the dancing tent will contain two rows of
three bar-height communal tables with barstool seating, to
facilitate great conversation and an inviting view of the
dancefloor action. The dancefloor will have a total of six higboy
tables on each side, covered in a natural linen, each with a
fragrant floating gardenia in a cut crystal vessel and glowing
with three textured clear glass votive candles.
Cane back barstool

Pilgrim barstool

New York barstool

Infinity barstool

A sample of the chandelier in the dance floor installation is
pictured above left.
The communal tables will feature four cubed sections of
vertically hanging string lights from the main beam of the tent,
to reflect both the black and white floor design as well as the
lattice motif throughout the event. Each communal table will
be lined with votives in smokey infinity glass paired with a dense
channel of white rose petals, with rose heads nestled in the
petals, and 20 gardenia blooms down the center of each table.

Hewson Communal Table

Farmhouse Communal Table

RECEPTION: DANCING TENT

Inspired by the notion of a secret garden party from every
touchpoint of the event, the dancing tent reveals itself to be an
unexpected and imaginative continuation of the motif with an
inverted garden composed of tens of thousands of white tulips
suspended upside down over the dancefloor. The center of the
installation will feature an oversized, crystal chandelier, and the
entire suspension will be enhanced with pin spotting and
directional lighting from both overhead and underneath to
maximize the impact of this statement piece.
Carrying over from the black and white aisle of the Cathedral,
the dancefloor will be a large 24’ by 24’ black and white
installation. At the base of the stage will be a 2’ floral skirting,
featuring a lush display of white florals to cover the underside of
the stage and hide electrical and support equipment. Flanking
the stage will be two 10’ tall boxwood hedges. The band
backdrop will be a greenery and floral trellis design, inspired
from the 2013 Oscar de la Renta Spring Bridal runway, also
serving to carry forward the trellis and French garden motif from
other details and elements of the event.

